


Morality Scripture to a 
Reptilian Species at 

3.1-3.5 Evolutions



Overview of the “Reptile Bible”

Just so one knows, these scriptures were uncovered date unknown on a Reptilian World by 
a Mammalian, Xeno Cultural Anthropologist. The Reptilians on this World have evolved 
beyond some of these ancient rites, but the rites that are clearly meant for them at 3.5 
evolutions are applied by many of them. Back in Neanderthal times at 3.1 evolutions, parts 
in these scriptures clearly worship the double ringed planet in the sky as the “Holy Egg of 
Goddess,” and the “Rings of Glory worship the Holy Egg.” The Reptilians today are aware 
that these words of inspiration were merely a Divine intervention there for the sake of 
establishing morality on their planet when there was clearly very little of it. The Reptilians 
of this World now have colonized the ringed double planet that orbits their own.

Overall, these are Divinely Inspired words by God to a Species evolving with a different 
set of natural moral values until they reached 3.5 evolutions, where Morality could 
somewhat coincide with many Mammalian species. Not all Mammalian and Reptilian 
species are compatible for moral reasons. Due to this case, “enemy” species either will not 
commune, or they will fight.

These scriptures have long been held sacred and holy, along with other religious 
scriptures, some more closed-minded when broken down into cult-practiced material (not 
included in this work). Many Reptilian religions are morally based; however, some (not 
included in this work) are immorally based. The Reptilians on this double planet are not 
the only Reptilians in the universe, and there are some whole corrupt civilizations that 
would not be compatible with Earth, like this Reptilian World is compatible with Earth's 
inhabitants.

Overall, this work does not contain every verse and scripture in this particular faith. It was 
what Xeno Cultural Anthropologists were able to get a hand on. Sometimes people don't 
want to “share,” even within their own species. Xeno Cultural Anthropologists were 
finally able to get copies of parts of an open-minded Holy Book that seems to compare to 
Earth Paganism. Blessings to these people for sharing, even though not everyone reading 
are meant to be serious readers of this Reptile Bible.

May God and Goddess Bless the reader of this Bible regardless of species. It is obvious 
that whoever you are, you have been drawn to its inspiration. You do not have to be a 
Reptilian to read these Holy Scriptures, for they are not racially-oriented. If you are among 
those looking for more than a good story, then may God shed light and wisdom on the 
reader and seeker. May ix find that Morality and God are not in only one form.



 When Time began, God Spat Holy Venom.

 Thus the World with the seas and the land and the stars and the God-Daughter of the 
Reptile, bearing Rings of Glory in Heaven were born from the Holy Venom.

 Goddess came like a Serpent in a void, conceiving Herself and conceiving All.

 Her Holy Eggs were many, and protected from predators by the Divine.

 She conceived asexually, by no means of intercourse, for She was All in One.

 Her Eggs spawned in the heavens and the earth. Angels were at Ease, but Animals 
had to fight.

 For it was survival of the fittest in the earth, Mothers had to defend their Young 
against predators. Fathers were sometimes sacrificed.



  May Sacrifice be only in accordance with Morality by Her Law.

 May the venom of humankind be only spat in one’s own defense, for the venom of 
humankind is toxic, but the Holy Venom of the Lady is Healing.

 For if humankind disobeys this Law on venom they will not yet walk the Rings of 

Glory forevermore and be one with Goddess the Reptile.

 God loves Humankind and would sacrifice Himself for her survival, thus the 
Reptile gives chance after chance to sufferers of bad karma.

 For it is Her Giant Egg in the Sky, which the Rings of Glory worship, that 
spawned all Life in earth.

 Reptilian Law is Moral.

 For the Law must eventually be achieved by karma in order for ladies to walk the Rings of 
Glory and become One with the Lady.

 Blessed is the mortal lady, for she is the mother and protector of her children. 

 May the males submit unto the ladies, for it is the lady that protects her young 
and is honorable by both the father and the young.

 And may the young revere their mother, their nurturer, as well as their father, 
which acts as their scavenger of food, water, clothing, and the essential elements to build a 
habitat, which their mother defends.

 If an unclean predator comes forth from the swamps seeking meat, may the 



mother defend her young first and her mate second.

 A sacrifice should later be honorable in a child’s life and may all children in the 
case of the forged sacrifice of their father in a battle remember their half-seed.

 Swamp predators are unclean and shall not walk the Rings of Glory, for they are 
cannibals and cannibalism is murder; and murder without a just cause is unclean in the Sight of 
your Mother in Heaven.

 “May cannibalism be only practiced when food is null,” the Lady your Goddess 
commands.

 This is for the sake of survival in the swamps of the earth in which those deemed low 
by karma have been sent.

 There are other worlds beyond the earth.

 These worlds are set in a hierarchy by karma and our Mother in Heaven.

 Some worlds are physical. Some worlds are spiritual. Some worlds are even in 
the earth in the Abode of the Swamp Predators where there is no law.

 There is no morality, and there is no protection of the young.

 For some swamp predators gone corrupt like beasts and among beasts eat their 
young for the sake of immoral religious rite, this is not Right in the Sight of the Lady our 
Goddess.

 May no mother eat her young especially for the sake of religion, for if a 
mother eats her young she will remain in the earth or below all her days until she evolves.

 Blessed be our Mother in Heaven, and may All adhere to Her Simple 
Words of Common Morality.



The Continued Divine 
Inspiration to the 

Reptilian Species at 3.3 
Evolutions



 Moral Revelation by means of Silence is Holy.

 Spitting of the tongue is unholy.

 For our Mother in Heaven would never spit on another Mother in another universe, so 
shall mothers not spit with the tongue, neither fathers and neither children.

 Treat an animal as if you would treat your Goddess, and love one another 
especially your kin.

 For some are devolved and wish to be devolved, it is the job of ladies though to be 
evolved.

 Neither predator, prey, lady, nor male: All are Equal in the Sight of Goddess.

 Blessed be the male who provides for the habitat of his kin. Great is the male who 
provides for his entire colony. Rewarded shall he be.

 The male is not inferior in his role: may all males be allowed to practice what all 
ladies practice, except the role of spawning eggs.

 May all ladies be allowed to practice what all males practice except the role of 
fertilization.

 It is considered by the Lady bestial for a lady to consume her mate after 
intercourse.

 May the punishment in a decent society for such a crime be death.



Commencing Divine 
Inspiration to the 

Reptilian Species at 3.5 
Evolutions



 Blessed be the Lady.

 Blessed be the Lord.

 For the time is now that humankind understands how they came to be from a rock from 
heaven, the Suns charge with all Their Glory, the rocks of the earth.

 Life and everything is Live, for how could Life come from something non-living.

 Blessed be our Creatrix.

 When asked, “What pronoun would God be referred?” some might say, “she,” 
and some might say, “he.”

 “Ix” is the pronoun for the unknown, neutral, and Lofty Gender.

 For Goddess is neutral and non-biased, non-sexist, and loving, refer to an 
individual whose gender you can not make out, “ix.”

 May the ixen be acclaimed and honored to be ixen, instead of being misjudged.

 Blessed are they who judge not, for their karma shall ascend in honor.

 Blessed be the Creatrix, the Mother and Father of All Life in a Singularity.

 May all revere and love one another and their universe and their Goddess. So be 
it.


